
2017/2018 IFAB Laws of the Game Quiz 

1. Up to 5 substitutions may be allowed (except for top divisions).          True False 

2. A player off the field of play re-enters without permission and interferes 

with the defending goal keeper in the penalty area.  Restart shall be:  a.         b.        c. 

a. Penalty Kick 

b. DFK where the ball was located 

c. IFK where the ball was located 

3. Goal is scored and then you realize before resuming play an extra person a.         b.        c. 

was on the field of play.   You disallow the goal.  Restart should be: 

a. DFK from position of extra person 

b. IFK from position of extra person 

c. Goal kick 

4. Head covers are allowed to be worn.      True False 

5. Electronic Performance Tracking Systems are allowed provided they have  True False 

the International Match Standard (IMS) mark. 

6. You dismiss a team’s only trainer for abusive language.  They may remain 

in case a player gets injured and needs the trainer’s assistance.   True  False 

7. It is ok for the player kicking off the ball to step into the other team’s half. True False 

8. A goal keeper is injured as time expires in a tied match.  They are unable to  True False 

continue for kicks from the mark.  They may be substituted and the substitute 

may participate in kicks. 

9. Kicks from the mark, you whistle to take the kick, kicker stops, keeper lunges,   a.         b.        c. 

kicker then puts ball into net behind the goal keeper.  You should  

a. Disallow goal, record as a miss, caution the kicker. 

b. Disallow goal, allow retake, no caution 

c. Allow goal 

10. Player in off side position running towards a through ball is fouled before  a.          b. 

becoming involved in play. 

a. Offside, IFK restart for defending team 

b. Foul, DFK restart for attacking team 

11. A foul stopping a promising attack in the penalty area should not also be YC. True False 

12. A coach throws a rock at the other team’s goal keeper just missing his head  

while the ball is in play at the half way line.  You should signal a penalty kick. True False 


